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What are we talking about?
7 common misconceptions
7 reasons to consider using it
6 next steps





‚It's like buying a car with a hood 
that you can open, as opposed 
to the traditional model in the 
software industry where the 
hood is locked shut.‛
Bob Young, Former 
Redhat CEO
‚Free software is a matter of 
liberty, not price. To understand 
the concept, you should think 
of ‘free’ as in ‘free speech,’ not 
as in ‘free beer’.‛
Richard M. Stallman
4 freedoms
Richard M. Stallman
Open source
Eric S. Raymond
‚Open source is a development 
methodology; free software is a 
social movement.‛
Unknown FSF Advocate
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1. Immature
2. Unsustainable
3. Insecure
4. Poor usability
5. No windows interoperability
6. Making money
7. Unsupported

7 reasons to consider
open source
1. Reduce costs






‚ I appreciate technology which 
does as promised. It allows us 
to concentrate on providing 
more and varied services to our 
public.‛
Marc Pillon
Windsor Public Library
Link 
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Federated 
Searching
Electronic 
Resource 
Management
Integrated 
Library 
System

2. Library collaboration
3. Staff 
development

Play!



4. Choice









5. Enhance services












6. Community development
Capacity 
building

7. Common
good
1. Reduce costs
2. Library collaboration
3. Staff development
4. Increased choice
5. Enhanced services
6. Community development
7. Common good

6 next steps
Start small
Try linux
Research
Contact
Opportunities
Jump!
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